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From: Karen Hudes <KarenHudes@hotmail.com>
Sent: Wednesday, May 10, 2017 11:40 AM
To: Wolfgang Struck
Subject: Re: STATUS REPORT

Wolfgang, it is true that I refuse to listen to you. The rest is false.
Sincerely,
Karen Hudes
Acting General Counsel, International Bank for Reconstruction and Development
Overseer Mandate Trustee
Wolfgang is lying when he states that he sent me his status report because I was mentioned in
it. Wolfgang is sending me documentation because the Board of Governors of the World Bank
and IMF administer the assets in the Global Debt Facility under paragraph 6 of the Bilateral
Minesfield Breakthrough Successor Agreement, which governs.
https://s3.amazonaws.com/khudes/BILATERAL.pdf
Without authentication, Wolfgang has nothing. [at the end is a recent tweet about how the
Philippines Government and Courts are part of the Banking Cartel - this is another argument
showing that Marcos and Rizal knew what they were doing when they put paragraph 11 (on
page 3 of this tweet) in the Bilateral Minesfield Breakthrough Successor Agreement, stating
that courts have no jurisdiction]
From: Wolfgang Struck
Sent: Wednesday, May 10, 2017 8:30 AM
To: Karen Hudes
Subject: Re: STATUS REPORT
Dear Karen,
You know very well that I prefer writing on email to any other form of communication. The
reason is obvious. I can be clear, it can be read and reread again and again, and my arguments
stand the call of time against anybody's arguments. I sent you the status report because I was
mentioning you.
Risking to repeat the obvious, I say it again and again: You cannot or you just refuse to listen
to me and I am not even your husband. As you don't listen to me you have to miss all my
arguments, especially those important arguments relating to the person and the life of Dr.
Jose P. Rizal also known as (a.k.a.) Fr. Jose Antonio Diaz de la Paz (in the Vatican from 1900
to 1962), code name JPM or JAD, the last surviving son of Prince Julian Mcleod Tallano,
therefore also a Tallano.
And I have another Tallano for you or better two, Hitler and Yamashita, the two sons of Dr.
Jose P. Rizal who in reality was Jose Antonio Mcleod Diaz Tallano. Now listen to me, you who
want to know real true world history: Adolf Hitler was buried 87 years old in June 1975 in the
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cemetery of San Luis University in Baguio, Northern Philippines, where he had lived for the
last 20 years of his life. Attending the simple little ceremony were the father, Dr. Jose P. Rizal
(114 years old), half-brother Tomiyuki Yamashita (87 also), USA President Ronald Reagan,
and Philippine President Ferdinand Marcos. Excuses came from the Queen of England and
Jacob Vontobel, the two surviving children of Tomiyuki Yamashita and the Queen Mother,
thereby niece and nephew of AH.
These should be earth-shaking news for you and for the world. Say it is not true and I am
wrong. In 10 years or 100 years the world will know that I was right and Karen Hudes
remained stubbornly wrong. Such is life. Don't worry, be happy.
Wolfgang
PS and I can show how fast I am. Instant reply.
From: Karen Hudes <KarenHudes@hotmail.com>
To: Wolfgang Struck
Sent: Wednesday, 10 May 2017, 18:00
Subject: Re: STATUS REPORT
Dear Wolfgang,
Why are you sending me this report? When yesterday I said that I was not going to enrich you
from the world's wealth in the Global Debt Facility and that you have not been authenticated
by the Board of Governors of the World Bank and IMF, and have not agreed with their
condition that you first acknowledge they are only going to authenticate authorized signatories
on a transaction-by-transaction basis -- see attached correspondence. I did not put our
exchange of emails out to my followers on the internet YET. (I did blind copy someone, who
is also blind copied on this email https://s3.amazonaws.com/khudes/Twitter5.8.17.1.pdf )
Let this email clarify things. This is to let you know that the very next email you send me
about the assets in the Global Debt Facility, will result in publication of this exchange.
Sincerely,
Karen Hudes
Acting General Counsel, International Bank for Reconstruction and Development
Overseer Mandate Trustee, Global Debt Facility TVM-LSM-666
From: Karen Hudes <KarenHudes@hotmail.com>
Sent: Monday, May 8, 2017 8:25 AM
To: Wolfgang Struck
Subject: Re: @KarenHudes Teleprompter about planning for the Global Currency Reset,
upcoming segment to be aired 5.9.17 | My Blog
no, Wolfgang. The Bilateral Minesfield Breakthrough Successor Agreement by its own terms
did not expire.
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For some reason my email is not permitting me to write unhindered, so please disregard
formatting errors. Jose Rizal's parentage was well known. I have no need for other names to
tell. The rest of what you are writing is an attempt for me to enable you to steal the world's
assets in the Global Debt Facility. I am not going to do this.
Sincerely,
Karen Hudes
Acting General Counsel, International Bank for Reconstruction and Development
Overseer Mandate Trustee, Global Debt Facility, TVM-LSM-666
From: Wolfgang Struck <wolfgangstruck@yahoo.com>
Sent: Monday, May 8, 2017 5:01 AM
To: Karen Hudes
Subject: Re: @KarenHudes Teleprompter about planning for the Global Currency
Reset, upcoming segment to be aired 5.9.17 | My Blog
Dear Karen,
Now we are talking. May I cautiously tender the idea that the Bilateral Agreement
of August 11, 1950 was valid (freezing all moneys) for 50 years plus 5 until
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maturity 2005. It was not renewed or prolonged, so by all legal means it expires
and allows code name TVM-LSM-666 to take over the reigns alone. No other
claims can be made from the Bilateral. It's over. I attach Order of the BSP stating
that following the Order of the Court of Pasay only TVM-LSM-666 shall be
authorized to move, remove, or transact the assets (SKR of 1983).
I happen to believe that the issue of Global Debt Facility is also over. World Bank
and IMF which were created by Dr. Jose P. Rizal in 1941 are instruments of power
in the hands and by the powers that be (you know how I use to call them). All
numbers are fictitious as they do not have access to the gold which is with us and
with us alone.
You and I with our combined legal minds should go back to the Tallano Case,
Land Registration Case No. 3957-P of the Regional Trial Court of Pasay City which
is part of Metro Manila. That famous decision 1972-02-04 Agana Decision With
Compromise Agreement | Natural And Legal Rights | Property

1972-02-04 Agana Decision With Compromise
Agreement | Natural And Legal Rig...
REPUBLIC OF THE PHILIPPINES COURT OF FIRST INSTANCE OF
RIZAL Seventh Judicial District Branch XXVIII, Pasay City...

This decision had Entry of Judgment and became law of the Philippines on June
14, 1972.
Pages 18 - 20 are about 640,000 MT of gold for "the last surviving son of Prince
Julian Mcleod Tallano". Our research leads us to believe that the said Prince Julian
had a one-night stand with a lady Diaz from Diaz in Sorsogon. Both did not want
the baby but lady Diaz had a friend in Calamba, on the catholic side (Julian was
with the Muslim side).
They apparently offered the right amount and a certain trader Mercado agreed to
raise the boy to stardom. That is how Jose P. Rizal started his life as JPM, Jose
Protacio Mercado from Calamba. As such he was inscribed in the famous school of
Ateneo in Manila when he was 12 years old and a brilliant learner. In latin he
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learned "REX AL", king of all kings which he knew he was. His peers heard it as
Rizal and nicked him Rizal. He used the name in the universities of Madrid, Paris,
and Heidelberg where he made is medical doctor (Dr. Med. Jose P. Rizal) 1886
(25 years old) after or while learning German.
You may have another version of true history. Jose Rizal was the true son of his mother
and faher. But then you have to name names.

Wolfgang
From: Karen Hudes <KarenHudes@hotmail.com>
To: Wolfgang Struck <wolfgangstruck@yahoo.com>
Sent: Sunday, 7 May 2017, 22:14
Subject: Re: @KarenHudes Teleprompter about planning for the Global Currency Reset,
upcoming segment to be aired 5.9.17 | My Blog
Dear Wolfgang,
No. You are not "in charge" and never were. Perhaps you have forgotten. You did not agree
to accept an offer of the Board of Governors of the World Bank and IMF to be authenticated
on a transaction-by-transaction basis. Instead, you declined.
As Overseer Mandate Trustee, I am informing you that any claims which you may have had
(and based on the language in the Bilateral Minesfield Breakthrough Successor Agreement
that courts have no jurisdiction over the assets in the Global Debt Facility it is far from clear
that any of your claims were ever valid) have now lapsed after the passage of time.
You asked me to intercede on your behalf with the Board of Governors and authenticate a
"deal" to sharply discount the 2 quadrillion dollars of Treaty of Versailles Bonds in the Global
Debt Facility, which I declined to do.
https://s3.amazonaws.com/khudes/treaty+of+versailles+offer+of+sale+2+quadrillion1.pdf Y
You sent me lies about Jose Rizal's ancestry (he was not a foundling, descended from
the Tallanos). Jose Rizal was the true son of his mother and father.
I am attaching some old correspondence which I intend to post on the internet.
Sincerely,
Karen Hudes
Acting General Counsel, International Bank for Reconstruction and Development
Overseer Mandate Trustee, Global Debt Facility, TVM-LSM-666

From: Wolfgang Struck <wolfgangstruck@yahoo.com>
Sent: Sunday, May 7, 2017 3:35 AM
To: Jose
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Cc: Karen Hudes
Subject: Re: @KarenHudes Teleprompter about planning for the Global Currency Reset, upcoming segment to
be aired 5.9.17 | My Blog

I am trying my best but I do not understand a word. I thought I am in charge,
with the right partners, of the Global Currency Reset, name it Zim, Dong, INQ,
Golden Guns and Golden Bibles etc. But maybe she is. I am waiting to see
something.
Wolfgang Struck
http://in.reuters.com/article/philippines-unidINKBN18412M?utm_campaign=trueAnthem:+Trending+Content&utm_content=59105ef004d30122b7
92a301&utm_medium=trueAnthem&utm_source=twitter
@KarenHudes
Replying to @ReutersIndia

.@tgemiles Human rights are not observed in the Philippines, or elsewhere for that matter.
https://s3.amazonaws.com/khudes/Twitter5.8.17.pdf

Your reporting is fake news. The real news? China's ambassador Ma Zhaoxu is an agent
of the Banking Cartel identified by Vitali, Glattfelder, and Battiston of ETH Zurich
http://arxiv.org/PS_cache/arxiv/pdf/1107/1107.5728v2.pdf As for the Duterte
Administration, they are part of a corporation masquerading as the Philippines
Government that is controlled by the Banking Cartel. Human rights are not observed in
the Philippines, or elsewhere for that matter. And the Vatican? The Vatican is at the
center of the Banking Cartel.
https://s3.amazonaws.com/khudes/Twitter3.28.16.1.pdf

https://s3.amazonaws.com/khudes/Twitter11.12.16.1.pdf
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https://s3.amazonaws.com/khudes/Dutch+East+India+Company.pdf
The World Bank
INTERNATIONAL BANK FOR RECONSTRUCTION AND DEVELOPMENT
INTERNATIONAL DEVELOPMENT ASSOCIATION

Tokyo Office
10F, Fukoku Seimei Building
2-2-2, Uchisaiwai-Cho
Chiyoda-ku, Tokyo 100, Japan

Telephone: (03) 3597 6650
Fax: (03) 3597 6695
Cable: INTBAFRAD TOKYO

Friday, April 21, 2017

https://s3.amazonaws.com/khudes/Twitter4.20.17.1.pdf
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https://s3.amazonaws.com/khudes/Twitter4.13.17.1.pdf
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When I went to sleep last night, I wondered what the following day would bring, after I
announced that I would be signing the agreement for the United States in the Global
Currency Reset and exchange the Federal Reserve Notes. We have already circulated drafts
of these agreements and made similar offers to all the countries of the world:
https://s3.amazonaws.com/khudes/Alternative+to+WWIII.pdf
Well, this morning did not disappoint. The goons
that regularly break into my house let me know that
they were there last night. They stole the stopper in
my basement sink; they adjusted the toilet bowl
flapper valve so that the toilet would keep on trying to
fill the bowl; they left a small ceramic bird in the
middle of my kitchen floor.
The gremlins in my PC found me the attached tweet
from December 12, 2014 about the dishonest legal
profession to show you.
Wolfgang Struck, whose previous efforts to steal the world's assets in the Global Debt Facility
were thwarted (here is just one of the many examples in my correspondence files
https://s3.amazonaws.com/khudes/treaty+of+versailles+offer+of+sale+2+quadrillion1.pdf ),
sent me the following email about how there is much more gold than the pundits are
claiming. Just to refresh your memories, Wolfgang is claiming that José Rizal was a
foundling and was not the true child of his parents. After I stated that this was a lie, a person
sent me Minutes of the meeting on January 3, 1949 in the Philippines Central Bank where
José Rizal made the deposit: https://s3.amazonaws.com/khudes/Twitter2.4.16.2.pdf
Wolfgang is trying to claim that a court in the Philippines may decide what to do with the
assets in the Global Debt Facility, when the Bilateral Minesfield Breakthrough Successor
Agreement, which governs humanity's assets (and these include more than the amounts of
gold and other assets that Wolfgang is referring to) states clearly in paragraph 11 that the
assets are not subject to the courts. https://s3.amazonaws.com/khudes/BILATERAL.pdf
The reality is that humanity is going to switch out of the Banking Cartel's paper currencies in
a Global Currency Reset. The coalition for the rule of law on the Board of Governors is in
charge, and I vote the US' shares on the Board of Governors until the Constitution of 1789
goes back into effect.
Critical thinking is going to be very necessary as you figure out who is still trying to lie to you.
Although reality and a positive outcome are pretty likely by now, it is humanity that will
decide how to clear out the centuries of corruption (and nobody is going to decide how you
want your world to be but you).
The people trying to bring you WWIII are fluffing their lines. They are bit actors, and have
nothing to do with our reality. http://www.newyorker.com/news/amy-davidson/donaldtrump-north-korea-and-the-case-of-the-phantom-armada?mbid=social_twitter
Sincerely,
Karen Hudes
Acting General Counsel, International Bank for Reconstruction and Development
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Overseer Mandate Trustee, Global Debt Facility
.@NewYorker The Truth cannot be learned from congenital liars. WWIII or the Global
Currency Reset: https://s3.amazonaws.com/khudes/Twitter4.21.17.pdf
From: Wolfgang Struck
Sent: Friday, April 21, 2017 7:13 AM
To: Elaisa
Cc: Karen Hudes, [third party known to Wolfgang Struck
Subject: Re: Unacknowledged Gold
Hi Elaisa,
In response to that proof of dunno, I have this to say: Do not talk loud about things you do
not know. So far, you have second hand information and that is false news. And do not say
things like that about Karen Hudes.
Come to Manila and look at the SOFITEL PHILIPPINE PLAZA HOTEL, a very nice 5-star
hotel by the bay, Manila Bay. Since 1974, there is a deposit of 172,000 MT of gold hidden
under the swimming pool, reburied from Yamashita Treasure by Marcos.
All the while all books in Germany claim that no more than 168,000 MT of gold were ever
mined in the world since the beginning of mankind (mankind is quite stupid, you know,
especially the German side, they even believe in the holocaust but know nothing about it).
Marcos brought 617,500 MT out of the Vatican in the year 1949, whereof 150,000 MT are
with DBS in Singapore, 50,000 MT with WestPac in Melbourne (45,000 MT of those in Port
Moresby, 10,000 MT with Citibank in Labuan, 4,000 MT with HSBC in HKG, and 3,500 MT
with Posang Bank/Bank of China also in HKG.
The rest of 400,000 MT is assigned to Wolfgang Struck, see attached Letter of Intent. As to
the validity of the 3957-P please check with "Justice Secretary Sedfrey Ordonez". Anyhow,
the 1972 decision had an Entry of Judgment and, thereby, became the law of the land. This is
the last free country. It's more fun and you do not have to follow the law of the land, if rich.
Thank you,
Wolfgang Struck

From: Elaisa
To: [third party known to Wolfgang Struck]
Sent: Friday, 21 April 2017, 6:05
Subject: Unacknowledged Gold
[third party known to Wolfgang Struck],
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You are correct when you assert that at no time in the last 12,000 years did humans possess
or control any energy technology that could mine 2,000,000 metric tons of gold.
You have also correctly identified exactly why the 617,000 metric tons of gold described in
the civil case in Branch 111, Regional Trial Court, Pasay City which was docketed as Land
Registration Court (LRC)/Civil Case No. 997-P, (which through a motion by the Solicitor
General of the Government of the Republic of the Philippines, was consolidated into
LRC/Civil Case No. 3957-P in July 14, 1964), cannot be acknowledged to exist, since it
is physically impossible for this amount of gold to have been mined by modern humans.
The nice thing about gold bars is they just sit there, whether for 600 years, or 600,000
years.
Keep an eye on Antarctica.

http://www.silverdoctors.com/headlines/world-news/conspiracy-vs-fact-how-much-goldis-in-the-world/#comment-235954

From: Wolfgang Struck
Sent: Friday, April 21, 2017 7:13 AM
To: ____________
Cc: Karen Hudes
Subject: Re: Unacknowledged Gold

Hi___________,
In response to that proof of dunno, I have this to say: Do not talk loud about
things you do not know. So far, you have second hand information and that
is false news. And do not say things like that about Karen Hudes.
Come to Manila and look at the SOFITEL PHILIPPINE PLAZA HOTEL, a very
nice 5-star hotel by the bay, Manila Bay. Since 1974, there is a deposit of
172,000 MT of gold hidden under the swimming pool, reburied from
Yamashita Treasure by Marcos.
All the while all books in Germany claim that no more than 168,000 MT of
gold were ever mined in the world since the beginning of mankind (mankind
is quite stupid, you know, especially the German side, they even believe in
the holocaust but know nothing about it).
Marcos brought 617,500 MT out of the Vatican in the year 1949, whereof
150,000 MT are with DBS in Singapore, 50,000 MT with WestPac in
Melbourne (45,000 MT of those in Port Moresby, 10,000 MT with Citibank in
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Labuan, 4,000 MT with HSBC in HKG, and 3,500 MT with Posang Bank/Bank
of China also in HKG.
[Wolfgang has claimed that he is entitled to the gold, but without
authentication, which the Board of Governors has not done, and will only
agree to on a transaction-by-transaction basis, this is self-serving and of noll
effect]
Thank you,
Wolfgang Struck

From: _____
To: __________
Sent: Friday, 21 April 2017, 6:05
Subject: Unacknowledged Gold

_____,
You are correct when you assert that at no time in the last 12,000 years did humans
possess or control any energy technology that could mine 2,000,000 metric tons of gold.
You have also correctly identified exactly why the 617,000 metric tons of gold described
in the civil case in Branch 111, Regional Trial Court, Pasay City which was docketed as
Land Registration Court (LRC)/Civil Case No. 997-P, (which through a motion by the
Solicitor General of the Government of the Republic of the Philippines, was
consolidated into LRC/Civil Case No. 3957-P in July 14, 1964), cannot be
acknowledged to exist, since it is physically impossible for this amount of gold to have
been mined by modern humans.
The nice thing about gold bars is they just sit there, whether for 600 years, or 600,000
years.
Keep an eye on Antarctica.

http://www.silverdoctors.com/headlines/world-news/conspiracy-vs-fact-how-much-gold-is-in-the-world/#comment-235954

CONSPIRACY vs FACT: How Much Gold Is In The World ...
www.silverdoctors.com
There still seems to be some doubt in many investors minds on how much gold there is in the
world. I continue to receive emails from individuals who read articles ...

wolfgang never agreed twitter9.18.16.1.docx
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Dear Vicky and colleagues,
In another, albeit long delayed, reaction to your e-mail almost a year ago, I
would like to come back to that same issue, the attached (again) document
dated February 28, 1969, “69-2-28 FNCB Chase”, which you could not find at
the time. Together, we might be able to find something this time.
Several things have changed since then. The person Floro E. Garcia, living
incommunicado in Quezon City, has separated from me his authorized
representative upon his own wish. He wants to be the owner of everything and I
wish him luck in all his endeavors. I continue to represent "Rev. Dr. Floro E.
Garcia" the still undiscovered last pseudonym of the late Philippine President
Ferdinand Marcos. I do that in my role as the authorized representative of the
court-appointed administrator in the Tallano case of the Pasay City Court LRC
CIVIL CASE 3957-P (attached “Letter of Intent”). The Fourth Writ of Execution
of the original “Decision with Compromise Agreement of February 4, 1972”
gives me the right to pursue, claim, withdraw, and confiscate any and all
accounts and gold deposits in the name of Ferdinand Marcos or his
predecessor Jose Antonio Diaz a.k.a. Severino Garcia Sta. Romana (attached
page 1383 of the records in the Court of Appeals). My rights would extend to
the International Court of Justice.
In my new role as self-appointed legal successor of “Tiburcio Villamor Marcos,
Sole owner/Signatory” I am trying to understand, if not fully, the thinking of
"the old men", Jose Antonio Diaz being the one person entrusted with all the
gold of the Royal Families after WWII and his brilliant lawyer Ferdinand Marcos
who later became Philippine President and arguably the best ever at that. Both
Diaz and Marcos never considered the wealth of the nations as their personal
property, so nobody claiming to come after them should do what many false
claimants do, claim to be the owner and seller of the gold for example.
Instead, I would claim to be sort of legal successor to both of them and their
aliases “being one and the same person” in a judicial body best described as
corporation sole or parsonage (The King is dead, long live the King). Everybody
in this world is welcome to show me better documents than the documents I
have in my possession. I claim that the gold entrusted by the Royal Families of
Europe and the Vatican to Diaz and Marcos is more than 600,000MT and I
claim to know where that gold is today. Further I claim to know and to hold
evidence that Diaz and Marcos had all deposits and accounts
registered, albeit CLOAKED FOR SECRECY, with the BIS, the Bank for
International Settlements, Basle, with the Office of the Governor of the Federal
Reserve System, with the World Bank, the IMF, the UN, and the US Treasury
with guarantee that the secret code name of the successor TVM-LSM-666
would be preserved.
Now, on a smaller scale, I have met Atty. Lucas V. Sugui in his office as head of
the Legal Department of the Mayor of the City of Manila Room No. 214 second
floor in the City Hall of Manila. He has a separate law office and his secretary
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Arlene de la Cruz is very helpful with the recovery of certain documents from
the Office of the Clerk of Court. Atty. Lucas V. Sugui leaves no doubt that he
has authenticated as true and legally valid (see attached “RTC Manila June 4,
2001”) the documents “73-3-8 Citi-Chase” and “73-Jose Antonio Diaz.pdf”. In
particular the latter document is very telling about many gold deposits and
huge cash accounts, about Wells Fargo Boxes and Federal Reserve Notes and
Federal Reserve Bonds that were issued to Jose Antonio Diaz in return for his
disclosure of all gold deposits and cash accounts. In legal terms, there is no
reason any more to doubt the veracity of the documents being notarized and
presented in court. We are not basing any claim on any particular document
but rather on the preponderance of evidence from a line of legally valid and
irrefutable documents. We do not see any way Citibank, Chase, or Wells Fargo
Bank will deny the existence of the accounts other than what they do best, just
laugh it off and deny by not denying.
Time and circumstances have led to severe and grim distortions in world
history. The world is not what we know today and, certainly, the financial
world is not what we know or rather don’t know today. I have no knowledge of
strict plan games on highest level beyond what normal Zionist stories tell us on
the internet. I would imagine from my point that Diaz and Marcos have left
Letters of Instruction to the depository banks. They were not dealing with
persons, with bankers who could wither and die. They were dealing with
honorable or not so honorable banking institutions which may have tempered
with history and truth in order to appear different, examples that come to the
mind are JP Morgan and Chase Manhattan now JPMorgan Chase, UBS and
SBC now UBS AG, Dresdner Bank and Commerzbank in Commerzbank AG, or
Credito Italiano merging with Bay. Hypo, Bay. Vereinsbank, and Banco di
Roma to the banking giant Unicredit holding the trillions for the re-insurance
industry in Banco di Roma.
Marcos and Diaz were dealing with what they may have believed were the most
trustworthy institutions in the history of mankind. They may have made a big
mistake underestimating certain powers with an agenda of their own. Those
certain powers have now taken over completely underestimating, though, the
great vision of Marcos who was alone in the end after Diaz had left him in
1974. The great vision was an alternative to the almighty petrodollar and the
creation of an Asian Dollar that would be fully backed by gold “under my
control”. Margaret Thatcher and Helmut Kohl must have hated to hear that
more than Ronald Reagan. They had George Bush and George Shultz waiting
in the wings to destroy Marcos and destroy him they did. They are still trying to
get their hands on the gold ”under my control”. They still could not find the key
to it. And look who is left! George Bush is in hospital in Houston, in and out of
the ICU. But even George Bush will not bring any gold to his grave. Even his
Carlyle Group cannot help him in that. They are just finding that out in their
own Korambank/Citibank Seoul where they cannot unearth the 1,856MT
booked under LSM-666. I have the Deed of Assignment a proof of ownership.
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As I said earlier, maybe together we can find something here. I would be happy
to do my part in it,
Wolfgang E. Struck
Representing Rev. Dr. Floro E. Garcia
TVM-LSM-666
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